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Abstract

In this paper, a new phase field method is proposed for modelling of progressive failure in 

multi-phase materials. Material properties of the interface between inclusion and matrix are 

regularized by an auxiliary interface phase field. In addition, crack initiation and propagation are 

simulated by using another crack phase field. Different failure mechanisms such as interface 

debonding, matrix cracking and the interaction between these two failure mechanisms are modelled 

in a unified framework. For general application of the framework, an image processing method is 

employed to identify the individual phases for a given multi-phase material. The proposed method 

is implemented into the commercial software ABAQUS through a user subroutine UEL (user 

defined element). The derived method is validated through an example of a single fiber reinforced 

composite system. Moreover, a procedure for choosing parameters of the proposed phase field 

model is discussed. Further, the validated method is applied to fracture analysis of a multi-phase 

concrete structure and complex failure mechanisms within and across the phases are captured.

Keywords: Phase field model; interface debonding; matrix cracking; multi-phase material; 

ABAQUS UEL

1. Introduction

Meso-scale modelling of progressive failure in materials with multiple phases such as concrete 

[1-3], fiber-reinforced composite [4-6], bones [7, 8] and braided composites [9-12] has received 

much attention in the past few decades. The multi-phase materials are usually characterized in terms 

of inclusion, matrix and interface in between. The inclusions can be arbitrary in size and shape and 

are distributed in the matrix. The meso-scale modelling can provide unique insight into the material 

fracture behavior since a number of progressive failure processes cannot otherwise be simulated, 
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e.g., interface cracking/debonding [13]. In the past few decades, a few numerical approaches have 

been applied and widely acknowledged for modelling these complex mechanisms. Grassl et al., 

employed a lattice approach in simulating cracks in concrete [14]. Benkemoun et al. proposed a 

particular finite element meso-scale model in which a number of bar elements were employed to 

represent material heterogeneities and local failure [15]. In addition, different ratios of critical energy 

release rate and fracture strength between interface and matrix were studied [3, 4]. It has been shown 

that the mechanical behavior of the interface between matrix and inclusion could play an important role 

in the overall response of the material. In order to model the interface precisely, cohesive zone model 

(CZM) were widely used mainly due to the convenience for implementing the interfacial properties 

and accuracy in reproducing experimental results [5, 16-18]. The cohesive zone model was first 

proposed to overcome the unrealistic stress singularity in front of the crack tip [19, 20] and then 

implemented into finite element framework by Needleman to simulate interface debonding of the 

inclusion [21]. Since then, CZM has been widely applied for solving various crack propagation 

problems including interface debonding and crack propagation [22-24]. However, there are still 

some difficulties when dealing with the interactions between matrix cracking and interface 

debonding in a unified modelling platform [25]. For example traditional cohesive elements (CEs) 

along interface cannot deal with the stress transfer very well. Hence in order to model interactions 

between interface debonding and matrix cracking, adaptive splitting of CEs to comply complex 

crack configuration is needed [26, 27]. In the modelling of progressive failure of heterogeneous 

material, the interaction between matrix cracking and interface debonding should be well addressed. 

Hence, a unified numerical approach considering all the failure mechanisms and their interactions 

would be highly desirable.

In recent years, a variational approach of brittle fracture based on Griffith’s theory [28] was 

proposed by Francfort and Marigo [29]. In this framework, the total energy is assumed to contain a 

surface term which is associated with the energy required to form a crack. The displacement field 

as well as the set of cracks can be obtained by minimizing the total energy. This method can 

overcome some limitations of Griffith’s theory and linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) such 

as inability to predict crack initiation and branching. Numerical methods dedicated to implement 

this framework and the Ambrosio-Tortorelli regularizations [30] are termed as phase field models 

of fracture [31-34]. In the phase field model, cracks are regularized by a continuous scalar phase 

field and crack nucleation and propagation can be simulated without additional ad-hoc criteria [35-

37]. Furthermore, crack tracking issues which may be very complicated for three-dimensional (3D) 

fracture problems are also overcome [38, 39]. Because of such advantages, phase field model is 

widely applied to brittle fracture problems [40-43] dynamic fracture problems [44-48], composite 

delamination [49] and anisotropic material fracture problems [50, 51]. Phase field model can also 

be applied to cohesive fracture problems. Verhoosel et al. [52] introduced a new fracture energy 

function to include cohesive traction-separation law in their model. And an auxiliary field along 

with an extra constraint was introduced to estimate crack opening displacement. However, this 
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model can only be used to model crack propagation along pre-defined paths. In the study of Freddi 

et al. [53], they introduced a new internal length scale related energy degradation function to prevent 

the surface energy from being released abruptly and the cohesive laws were reconstructed through 

a backtracking procedure. However, the results are sensitive to the internal length scale as reported 

in [34]. Wu [54, 55] proposed a unified phase field model for cohesive fracture problems, in which 

the parameterized degradation function and crack geometry function are used. General cohesive 

laws, such as bi-linear, exponential can be reproduced directly once the materials properties are 

known. The results are insensitive to the internal length scale as long as the crack surface is 

approximated precisely. However, this model is still used to model fracture problems in 

homogeneous material. Recently, a few phase field models are proposed for modelling the 

interaction between interface debonding and matrix cracking. For example, Paggi et al. [56] 

proposed a novel combined approach in which bulk brittle fracture is treated by phase field model 

and interface debonding is modelled by a compatible CE. It has been demonstrated that matrix 

cracking, interface debonding and the interactions between them can be modelled directly by using 

the proposed approach [57-59]. Nguyen et al. [60] introduced a smoothed displacement jump 

approximation of the interface by restoring to the level set method in phase field model. The 

approach allows interactions between matrix cracking and interface debonding [61, 62]. Msekh et 

al. [63, 64] applied the phase field approach to model progressive failure in polymer-matrix 

composites. More recently, Hansen-Dörr et al. [65] proposed a phase field approach for interface 

failure between two dissimilar materials, in which the discrete adhesive interface is regularized over 

a finite width. It was shown that the choice of internal length scales of crack and interface has 

significant impact on the prediction of crack propagation, and a reliable universal correction was 

proposed to improve solving accuracy.

This paper dedicates to the development of a new phase field approach for the modelling of 

cohesive zone model based matrix and interface failures in multi-phase materials. The material 

properties of the interface are regularized by using an auxiliary phase field. It results in an equivalent 

material field in which material properties across the interface and matrix change continuously. 

Moreover, another phase field is employed to model the material failure in the obtained equivalent 

material field. In the crack modelling the unified phase field method [54] is integrated into the 

present formulation for cohesive fracture. In this way, matrix cracking, interface debonding and the 

interaction between them can be considered concurrently. Further, the proposed method is 

implemented into ABAQUS through the user subroutine UEL (user defined element) [66].

2. Regularization

2.1. Regularization of the interface

It is considered that a material domain contains an inclusion, matrix and the interface between 

matrix and inclusion, as shown in Figure 1(a). Assuming the inclusion is much stiffer than matrix 

that it will keep intact during the application of stress. Therefore, a complete fracture process will 
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consist of matrix cracking, interface debonding and the interaction between these two damage 

mechanisms. Material property discontinuity between the interface and the matrix exists, which has 

brought difficulties when using the phase field method. In this section, an auxiliary phase field 

 is introduced to regularize the material properties at interface (as shown in Figure 1(b)) to ( ) x

form a new material domain with continuous material properties. For this reason,  is termed ( ) x

as the interface phase field. By adopting the interface phase field, the material property discontinuity 

of matrix and interface is eliminated.

Similar to the procedure in phase field model for crack [40], the discussion begins from an 

infinitely expanded bar of unit cross-section with an interface at , as shown in Figure 2(a). 0x 

For this one-dimensional (1-D) problem, the interface can be described in terms of the following 

expressions

 (2)
1 at 0

( )
0 otherwise

x
x


 



where  and  represent the interface and the “matrix” domain, respectively. Similar 1  0 

to the approximation in phase field model for crack [40], an exponential function is used to 

approximate the interface

 (3)/( ) ix lx e 

where  is the internal length scale of the interface phase field as shown in Figure 2(b). When  il il

is equal to zero, equation (3) will be degenerated to the discrete representation (2). It can be seen 

that equation (3) satisfies the following ordinary differential equation

 (4)   2 '' 0ix l x  

which is subjected to boundary conditions

 (5)(0) 1, ( ) 0   

This ordinary differential equation is the Euler equation of the variational problem

 (6)  inf
i

iW
Arg


 


 

where , and the functional  (0) 1, ( ) 0iW      

 (7)   2 2 21 ' d
2i i

i

l x
l

    
For two-dimensional (2D) case, this functional should be extended to

 (8)   22 21 d
2i i

i

l
l

      
With the variational principle (5) and the functional (7), the Euler equation and boundary 

conditions of the interface phase field  for 2D case can be specified by  x
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 (9)

2 0 in
( ) 1 on

0 in

i

i

l 



    
  
    

x
n

The interface phase field  can be solved once the location of inclusions and material   x

properties of interface are known.  is used to regularize material properties of interface, and   x

it will not be updated once it is determined at the beginning of the modelling. This is essentially 

different from the phase field of crack, which should be updated to reflect topology changes due to 

crack propagation. When the interface is smeared into the area of matrix, the equivalent material 

properties in the area are affected by both interface and matrix. The evaluation of equivalent material 

properties and more discussions on the interface phase field are presented in the following section.

2.2. Equivalent material properties

The equivalent material property of strength and critical energy release rate is formed from two 

parts. The first part is the material property of matrix in this area while the second part is the 

diffusive material property of interface. Here, the equivalent properties are assumed in the form of 

 (10)     1s i mh h         

where  represents the equivalent material properties including material strength  and s max
s

critical energy release rate .  and  are the properties of interface and matrix, sG i m

respectively. The function  works in the same way as the degradation function in phase field  h 

model of fracture [40]. In order to have a monotonous transition between interface and matrix, 

 should satisfy the following requirements h 

 (11)     0 1, 1 0 and ' 0h h h   

The first two requirements are used for the two critical cases

(12)   1 and 0s i s m     

When the interface is represented discretely in the form of equation (2), the material properties 

are shown in Figure 3(a). In this case, the first two requirements in equation (11) are adequate. 

However, for the most concerned case where the interface is smeared, the last requirement in 

equation (11) is necessary to guarantee a monotonous material property transition as shown in 

Figure 3(b). Theoretically, any form of  satisfying the requirements (11) can be used in the  h 

present method. Inspired by the degradation function of phase field model of brittle fracture [31, 40, 

67], a quadratic form of  is adopted in the present study h 

 (13)   21h   
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It can be seen that once the distribution of  is determined, the material properties of the   x

mixed area can be obtained through equation (10) directly. In summary, the distributions of strength 

and critical energy release rate corresponding to sharp and diffusive interfaces are shown in Figure 

3. It can be seen that the properties of the interface and matrix are discontinuous for a sharp interface 

as shown in Figure 3(a). And in Figure 3(b) where a diffusive interface approximation is introduced, 

the material properties are continuous with a monotonous transition.

2.3. Regularization of the crack

The material domain containing an inclusion can now be divided into two parts. The first part 

is the inclusion domain  which is the area occupied by inclusions. The inclusion domain is inc

assumed to be intact throughout the modelling. Hence, the equivalent material property of inclusion 

and interface is not discussed for this area. The remaining area is termed as mixed domain , mix

it is occupied by matrix and interface. Since the interface is smeared into this domain as discussed 

in section 2.1, equivalent material properties should be used in this area. In this section, a phase 

field model is employed to regularize cracks in the mixed domain . The total potential of the mix

whole domain can be specified as

 (14)mix inc extW W W W  

where  is the total energy containing deformation energy and fracture energy in the mixed mixW

area.  is the elastic energy of inclusion and  is the external potential. incW extW

According to the theory of the phase field model of fracture [29, 31, 40, 67], the energy 

potential of mixed area can be specified as follows,

 (15)   ( ) d , d
mix mix

mix sW d V G d d V   
 

   
where

 (16)    2
0

0 0

1,
d

d d l d
c l




 
    

 

is the crack surface density functional whose integral in domain  represents the total crack mix

length in 2D (or area in 3D).  is the phase field of crack,  is the internal length scale ( )d x 0l

related to the width of the smeared crack.  is the elastic energy potential.  is the equivalent  sG

critical energy release rate. The function  is the crack geometry function [54] and  d

.  is the energy degradation function used to characterize the loss of  
1

0 0
4 dc s s   d

material stiffness due to damage. Generally, an artificial parameter  with small absolute value is 
recommended to be added into the degradation function to improve numerical stability [68]. 
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However, in the present study this parameter is set to be zero to avoid introducing artificial stiffness.

For the inclusion area the elastic bulk energy is specified as follows,

 (17)d
inc

inc incW V


 
Substituting equations (15) and (17) into (14), the total potential of the considered domain 

can be rewritten as

 (18)

    2
0

0 0

*

( ) d d

d d

mix mix

inc t

s

inc

G d
W d V l d V

c l

V S



 
 



 

 

 
    

 

 

 

  t u

where and  is the vector the external loads and  is the vector of displacements. The variation *t u
of the above functional can be given as follows,

 (19)   

*

0
0 0

δ ( ) δ d δ d δ d

( )δ d δ 2 δ d

mix inc t

mix mix

inc

s

W d V V S

G d
d d V d l d d V

c l





 

 
 

  

 

 
  

 
 

     
 

  

 

ε ε t u
ε ε

Then the strong form of the problem can be obtained as

 (20)

  0 0 0

*

( ) 0 in

( ) / / 2 0 in

0 in

( ) at
0 at

mix

s mix

inc

t

d

d G c d l l d

d
d





  



  
      
  
   
   

σ

σ
σ n t
n

In order to prevent material cracking under compressive state, Miehe et al. [40] decomposed 

the strain energy density into two parts, i.e. the positive part  and the negative part . It e  e 

was then followed by assuming that the energy degradation function only acted on the positive part. 

However, it has been shown that this remedy makes the displacement problem becoming nonlinear 

and increased the computational costs significantly [42]. Hence here a hybrid-formulation [42] is 

adopted. In this formulation only the energy density in phase field evolution equation is replaced by 

its positive part . Irrevesibility of the crack evolution is enforced by introducing a history e 

related strain energy density  in phase field evolution euqation   [0, ]max ,e
tH    

 x

[40].

Since all the cracks in the present model are based on cohesive model, a unified phase field 

model in which various cohesive laws are integrated proposed by Wu [54, 69] is employed. In Wu’s 

model the material strength and cohesive softening law are implemented by a parameterized 

degradation function  and a polynomial crack geometric function  which are  d  d
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specified by [54]

 (21)   
  2 3

1 1 2 1 2 3

1
1

p

p

d
d

d a d a a d a a a d





   

 (22)  22d d d  

The values of the parameters ,  and  are available for various cohesive models [54].1a 2a 3a

Unlike the standard phase field model for brittle fracture [31, 40, 67], in Wu’s model the 

damage boundedness  is no longer guaranteed. From the phase field evolution equation  0, 1d 

it can be seen that under very low stress levels the damage value will be negative which is unrealistic. 

In order to guarantee the boundedness of the phase field a modified history variable  is H
introduced as specified by [70]

(23)  0 0
[0,t]

0 0

'(0)max ( , ) , , where
'(0)sH G

c l
   




     ε x

This variable is used as a critical energy under which the phase field evolution cannot be activated. 

2.4. Fracture energy conservation

Reconsider the 1-D bar of unit cross-section with an interface as shown in Figure 5. When the 

interface debonding process has completed, the dissipated energy should be equal to the critical 

energy release rate of the interface

 (24)i iW G

In Figure 5(a), the interface is represented discretely, and this requirement can be satisfied 

directly. When the crack is regularized by a crack phase field as shown in Figure 5(b), the dissipated 

energy can be calculated through the following equation

 (25)    2
0

0 0

1 d
D

i sD

d
W G l d V

c l





 
  

 


where  is the half bandwidth of the crack phase field [54]. The fracture energy conservation D
gives the following relationship

 (26)    2
0

0 0

1 d
D

i sD

d
G G l d V

c l





 
  

 


In this equation, the integrand is the product of the equivalent property  and the surface sG

density functional. Integration of the latter one is equal to the area of the crack surface (which is one 

in this case) [54]. For a regular crack problem where  is a constant, the right side of equation sG

(26) equals to . For the present study, the equivalent critical energy release rate  is not a sG sG

constant and it can be calculated through equation (10) as given by
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 (27)     1s i mG G h G h      

Two different cases should be discussed separately. i.e.,

(28)andi m i mG G G G 

Considering that the material properties vary monotonically between interface and matrix, so 

for the first case we always have . As a result, the right side of equation (26) is always i sG G

greater than the left side and this equation cannot be satisfied. For the second case, equation (26) 

can be satisfied. In order to grantee the fracture energy conservation after regularization of the 

interface, special treatment should be conducted for the first case. Here we introduce a generalized 

critical fracture energy  to replace  in the left side of equation (26). From the above iG iG

discussion, it is known that  should satisfy iG

(29)fori i i mG G G G 

Now, equation (26) can be rewritten as follows

 (30)       2
0

0 0

11 d
D

i i mD

d
G G h G h l d V

c l


 


 
        

 


where 

(31)
0

and 1 sini

x
l x

e d
l


  

    
 

 can be solved from equation (30) once the parameters are determined from material properties. iG

And it should be noted that for the case , equation (30) is also valid in describing the i mG G

relationships among the internal length scales of interface and crack and .iG

In order to investigate the influence of different length scales of the crack and the interface on 

crack propagation and validate the obtained relationship in (30), a four-point bending specimen as 

shown in Figure 6 is considered. The geometric dimensions are: ,  450mmL  100mmH 

and . There is a pre-placed crack with length  existing in the beam along 45mmb  50mma 

the interface as denoted by the red dotted line in the figure. The material properties are specified as 

follows: Young’s modulus , Poisson’s ratio . The critical energy 42.0 10 MPaE   0.2 

release rates for the beam and the interface are  and . 0.226N / mmmG  0.113N / mmiG 

The internal length scale for crack is set to be . A mesh size  is adopted 0 2.5mml  0.5mmeh 

in the simulation. Figure 7 depicts the deformation and crack pattern when  for 1.2mmu  

. The effective crack length obtained by the integral of the crack surface density 0 / 1.0il l 

functional (16) is . 50.3mm
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Four different values of  satisfying , ,  and il 0 / 0.5il l  0 / 1.0il l  0 / 1.25il l 

 are used in the simulation. With the numerical results, the total dissipated energy  0 / 1.5il l  infW

by forming new crack surfaces is calculated by (25). Then, an effective critical energy release rate 

 can be calculated by dividing  by the effective crack legnth. The numerical results of ,i effG iW

 are depicted in Figure 8, in which the green dashed line represents the theoretical value ,i effG

. In order to verify the proposed theory in (30), two numerical schemes are used. The ,i eff iG G

first one uses the unchanged  and the second one uses the evaluated  by (30) with the iG iG

equivalent material property obtained in (27). Numerical results of these two schemes are also 

shown in Figure 8. It can be seen that the numerical results is unstable for the first scheme, i.e. the 

prediction of  increases with the decreasing of . Similar phenomenon is reported in [65] in ,i effG il

which the fracture energy  increases with the decreasing of . According to the discussions of iW il

the 1D case (Figure 5), it is known that this phenomenon is because that smaller  introduces il

higher influence from the bulk material to the equivalent material property. Numerical results of the 

second scheme is much more stable that numerical results change slightly with the changing of . il

However, none of the results of the two schemes matches with the theoretical value. In fact, this is 

an open issue of phase field method as reported in [67], the predefined critical energy release rate 

cannot be recovered numerically because of the effect of internal length scale and mesh size. 

Alternatively, a numerical effective critical energy release rate [67]  specified by ,
num
i effG

 (32),
0 0

1
1

num e
i eff i

hG G
c l

 
   

is used to verify the model. The value of  is also shown in Figure 8 by the red line, and it can ,
num
i effG

be seen that the results of the second scheme match very well with this theoretical value indicating 

the validity of the proposed theory in (30). 

From this simple problem, it can be seen that the value of  indeed has a significant 0 / il l

influence on the crack propagating if the original interface critical energy release rate is used in (27). 

And the proposed modified  in (30) works very well with the considered problem. It is iG

noteworthy that in the recently wrok of Hansen-Dörr et al. [65], similar problem is also discussed 

systematically. And a similar modification of  is proposed for 1D case while a further iG

modification for 2D case is carried out. Unlike the present way of regularization of the interface, in 

their work the critical energy release in the smeared interface strip is uniform. 

2.5. Discussion on the choice of parameters
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There are three parameters including two internal length scales, i.e.  and , and a il 0l

generalized critical energy release rate . The internal length scale  controls the size of the iG 0l

diffusive zone of crack. The value of  is recommended to satisfy  where  is the 0l 0 2 el h eh

characteristic length of element [40]. In [54], the value is recommended to be

(33)0 5 el h

because a different degradation function is used in the phase field model. In this study, this value 

 is chosen because the phase field model of [54] is adopted herein. There are also other 0 5 el h

ways for choosing  [39, 43, 71, 72]. In these studies,  is fixed by relating to material 0l 0l

properties. The explicit expression of  represented by material’s Young’s modulus, energy 0l

release rate and tensile strength is derived. In fact, for the interface phase field  plays a similar il

role as  in the crack phase field. In the modelling of interface debonding, both of the material 0l

properties and the crack are regularized. Hence the ratio between  and  may affect the il 0l

modelling results. In the numerical example, the choice of  will be discussed, it is recommended il

to use  according to the numerical results. At last,  can be solved from equation (30) 0il l iG

once  and  are known. Analytical solution cannot be obtained due to mathematical il 0l

complexity, but this equation can be solved numerically. 

In summary,  is a parameter which has been discussed extensively in the literatures: the 0l

choice of this parameter depends on the choice of the phase field model. The value of  should il

be related to , and a recommended value is given based on numerical studies. From equation 0l

(30), it can be seen that  depends on both material property  and model parameters  and iG iG il

.0l

3. Finite element formulation

In this section finite element formulation of the proposed phase field model is derived. In the 

framework of finite element method (FEM), different fields ,  and  can be approximated u d 

in terms of the corresponding nodal value vectors 

 (34), ,e d e ed   u N u N d N ηu

where  is the shape function matrix of field . ,  and  are vectors  , ,u d  N  eu ed eη

of nodal values of an element. Then the gradient of those fields can be specified as

 (35), ,u e d e ed     ε B u B d B η
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where  is a matrix of shape function derivatives for field . Although not necessary, identical B 

shape function matrices are used for all the fields in the present study. 

The present method is implemented into ABAQUS through UEL [66]. The nonlinear system 

is solved by using Newton-Raphson iteration algorithm. Four nodal degrees of freedom (DOFs) are 

used for each node for two displacement components and the two phase fields (  and ). In d 

solving the nonlinear system of equations through UEL, the right side hand vector (RHS) and 

tangential stiffness matrix (AMATRX) should be defined. For interface regularization, the 

AMATRX  and RHS  can be obtained directly through the variation of equation (6) as A S

specified by

 (36)
T T1 di

i

l V
l

   
 

 
        

 
A N N B B

 (37)T T1 [ ] [ ] di
i

l V
l

 
  


   S N B

According to above discussions, it is known that the interface phase field  will not evolve ( ) x
throughout the modelling. Hence,  will not be updated and  will always be zero after the A S

first step. It is also seen that the distribution of  should be calculated just in the first step, no ( ) x
extra computational effort has to be paid in the rest of the simulation. 

The displacement field and the phase field for crack  are coupled, and the AMATRX ( )d x

and RHS  for displacement field can be obtained by taking variation of equation (19)uA uS

(38)

T

T

( ) d     For mixed domain

d              For inclusion domain

mix

inc

u u

u
u u

d V

V






    
   





B DB
A

B DB

 (39)

T

T

( )[ ] d     For mixed domain

[ ] d              For inclusion domain
mix

inc

u u

u u u

d V

V







 






B DB u
S

B DB u

where  is the material stiffness matrix. It is noteworthy that the FEM formulation for linear D
elasticity is used in the inclusion domain, this is based on the assumption that no material damage 

will take place in this domain. For the phase field for crack , the AMATRX and RHS ( )d x dA

 are also obtained by taking variation of equation (19), as specified bydS

 (40)
 

T

T T

0
0

''( )

1, d

mix

d d
d

d d d d
s

d H

G l V
l






   

 
       

 

A N N

x N N B B
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 (41)  T T 2 T
0

0

1'( )[ ] d [ ] [ ] d
mix mix

d d d
d sH d V G d l d V

l
 

 
     S N N B

It should be noted that in the present study a staggered scheme [41] is used hence at one 

iteration step the displacement problem and the phase field problem are solved separately. In [70], 

the way to implement staggered scheme into ABAQUS is introduced. Also the default convergence 

criterion in ABAQUS/Standard [66] is employed in the present paper

 (42)3 2
max max max5 10 and 10r q c u       

where  ( ) is the maximal residual force of field . The vector  is the maxr , , ord  u  q

time average flux value of field  within the current loading increment.  is the maximal  maxc

solution correction of .  is the largest change of the solution in the current loading  maxu

increment. 

4. Image processing and finite element mesh

4.1. Identification of different phases

Normally, the finite element mesh should be matched to the geometric configuration in a meso-

scale model [13] due to the material property discontinuity (also known as weak discontinuity[6, 

73]). This is time consuming in pre-processing when dealing with multiple inclusions. For realistic 

meso-scale structures, image processing method is usually used [3, 60]. However, available 

information on the operation details in the literature is limited. Therefore in this section the overall 

procedures as well as some special cases are discussed.

A squared structure with an inclusion and several voids are shown in Figure 9. Matrix, 

inclusion and void pixels are represented by grey, black and white quadrangles. This structure can 

be modelled by using regular mesh. For the elements with part of the surface being occupied by 

inclusion or void, they can be assumed to be fulfilled by inclusion or void. The location of a pixel 

can be defined by the coordinates of its centroid which are given as follows,

 (43)

 

 
max

max

0.5

0.5

Lx i
N

Ly j
N

  

  


where i and j represent that the pixel is in the ith column and jth row of the image.

4.2. Activation of nodal degree of freedom

There are only three types of element, i.e., inclusion element, matrix element and void element. 

For inclusion elements, the crack phase field  is deactivated to prevent any material damage ( )d x
or failure. For void elements, all the DOFs are deactivated. For matrix elements, all the DOFs are 
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activated.

4.3. Boundary conditions

There are three fields in the proposed model i.e., displacement field, crack phase field and 

interface phase field. Boundary conditions for each field should be applied properly on its own 

domain. Special attention should be paid to , in which the nodes on interface (termed as ( ) x
interface nodes hereinafter) should be applied boundary conditions according to Equation (9). When 

image processing method is used, the nodes on interface should be picked out as shown in Figure 

10. A simple method is introduced to find out the interface nodes. Firstly, assign the inclusion and 

matrix elements as 1 and 0, respectively. For each node, find all the elements connecting to it and 

sum these elements’ assigned values 

 (44)
m

i
i

S a 

where  is the assigned value of an element and m is the total number of the elements connecting ia

to the considered node. In the present study, only regular mesh is considered, so m is either 2 for a 

boundary node or 4 for an internal node. The considered node is an interface node if

 (45)
1, if 2
4, if 4

S m
S m

 
  

It may be noted that a similar method has also been used in [60]. Once the interface nodes are 

identified, the nodal value of  on these nodes should be set to 1 according to equation (9). 

5. Numerical examples

5.1.  Single fiber system under transverse tension 

Progressive failure process of a squared matrix domain with a single fiber is modelled. The 

geometry and mechanical boundary conditions are illustrated in Figure 11. Material properties are 

specified as follows. The matrix Young’s modulus , Poisson’s ratio , 4GPamE  0.4m 

critical energy release rate  and material strength , For the fiber, 250N / mmG  max 30MPam 

Young’s modulus  and Poisson’s ratio . For the interface, the critical 40GPaincE  0.33inc 

energy release rate  and the material strength . The same problem 50N / miG  max 10MPai 

has also been studied in [74-76], and all the above material properties are obtained from them. 

Experimental observations of the failure patterns [77] are shown in Figure 12. According to 

[77] it is noted that the crack nucleates at the interface and then propagates until reaching a critical 

debonding angle, and migrates into the matrix at this point. And the final crack pattern observed in 

the experimental test is shown in Figure 12(d). Analytical expression of the semi-debonding angle 

 is available and can be specified by [77]
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 (46)  2
2sgn arcos , for 0

3
D

D D
D


  




  


where 

 (47)
   

   
2 2 1 1

2 2 1 1

1 2 / 1 2 /1
2 1 / 1 /D

   


   
  


  

with the shear modules , . Hence, the semi-debonding angle for the  / 2 1i i iE   1,2i 

considered material in this example is . o68.89 

An image containing  pixels is generated for the discussed model as shown in 789 789

Figure 13. A regular mesh of  quadrilateral elements (mesh A) is used, and the interface 200 200

nodes recognized by the image processing method are also shown in Figure 13.

According to [54], the crack phase field length scale  should be bigger than  where 0l 5 eh

 is the element size. In this simulation , so in order to obtained a sufficiently eh 0.005eh mm

small smeared crack width  is adopted. In order to investigate the influence of the 0 0.025mml 

internal length scale , four different cases are considered:  and . il 0 / 0.4, 0.7, 1.0il l  1.2

Meanwhile, the corresponding generalized interfacial critical energy release rates can be calculated 

with the known internal length scales, and given as , ,  42.2N / miG  35.7N / m 13.5N / m

and . It is seen that  decreases with the increasing of the value of . In order to 1.3N / m iG 0 / il l

guarantee that  is positive, the upper limit of the ratio is  which is evaluated iG 0 / 1.2il l 

through a trial-and-error analysis. Linear softening cohesive model is adopted.

The distribution of interface phase field is shown in Figure 14. It is observed that the diffusive 

interface concentrates in the nearby area of the interface, and attenuates rapidly. The predicted crack 

patterns with  are shown in Figure 15. For the other three cases, the crack patterns are 0 / 1il l 

almost identical with this one because the values of  are the same for all the cases. From the 0l

results it observed that the crack nucleates from the interface and then kinks into the matrix when 

reaching a certain point. The numerical predictions agree very well with the experimental 

observations [77]. Also the predicted semi-debonding angles are , ,  and o63.0  o67.6 o68.0

 respectively for , ,  and . Figure 16 is the crack pattern reported o68.7 0 / 0.4il l  0.7 1.0 1.2

in [76] by using the discontinuous approach. It can be seen that the crack pattern predicted by the 

present method depicted in Figure 15 is in good agreement with this result. The load-displacement 

curves for the four different length scale ratios are depicted in Figure 17. The numerical result 

reported by Nguyen et al. [76] and Labanda et al. [75] are also provided in the figure. It can be seen 

that the predicted peak value of the curve decreases with the increasing of the ratio . The 0 / il l
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result obtained when  is closest to the references. Hence, this value is used in the 0 / 1il l 

following simulations.

In order to investigate the effect of  on the numerical results, three different cases are 0l

considered, i.e. .  is used and  is 0 0.025mm, 0.035mm and 0.05mml  0il l iG

calculated for each case. The predicted crack patterns for different  are shown in Figure 18. The 0l

diffusive zone size increases with the increasing of the value of . The predicted semi-debonding 0l

angles are  and  for each case, and all the predictions have a good 68 , 68.2o o  68.3o

agreement with the analytical solution . The load-displacement curves are depicted in 68.89o 

Figure 19. All the curves coincide with each other and the reference result.

A finer mesh of  quadrilateral elements (mesh B) is employed. In mesh B the 334 334

value of  can be smaller since the element size is smaller than mesh A. Three cases with 0l

sufficiently small internal length scales, i.e. , ,  are 0 0.015mml  0.018mm 0.022 mm

considered. The predicted load-displacement curves are depicted in Figure 20. It can be seen that 

 has little effect on the predicted load-displacement curve when it is sufficiently small. Moreover 0l

it can be observed that all the curves are matching very well with each other and the results with 

 (mesh A). The predicted semi-debonding angles for these cases are 0 0.025mml 

 which are in good agreement with the analytical solution 0 0 067.4 , 67.5 and 68 

. All these results indicate that the proposed model is reasonable and reliable predictions 68.89o 

can be obtained with fine meshes. The total CPU times were 445 minutes and 140 minutes for mesh 

A ( ) and mesh B ( ), respectively. All the simulations were carried 0 0.015mml  0 0.025mml 

out by using a workstation with Intel Xeon E5-2620 v4 CPU@2.10 GHz processor and 128G RAM.

In summary, the present simulation has considered a single fiber system subjected to tensile 

loading. As the image processing method is introduced, this heterogeneous material problem can be 

modelled in a grid mesh. In order to investigate the influence of the internal length scales of the 

crack and the interface phase fields, a parametric study with four different values is conducted. All 

the obtained crack patterns as well as the semi-debonding angle are in good agreement with the 

existing numerical [76] and analytical [77] results. As for load-displacement curve, the results in 

Figure 17 have shown that the internal length scales have significant influence on it. And through 

the comparison with the numerical results reported in [75, 76], it is recommended that  0 / 1il l 

is optimal. Further, an additional parametric study with five different internal length scales is 

reconsidered to validate the recommendation of . It is shown that both the predicted crack patterns il

and the load-displacement curves agree very well with the existing results if  is used.0 / 1il l 
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5.2.  A concrete plate subjected to tensile loading

In this example, a concrete plate as shown in Figure 21 is considered. The size and boundary 

conditions are also illustrated in the figure. This plate has also been studied in [3], from which the 

material properties are obtained. For the matrix which represent mortar, the following material 

properties are used: Young’s modulus , Poisson’s ratio , critical energy 25GPamE  0.2m 

release rate  and material strength . For the inclusion which 60N / mmG  max 6MPam 

represents aggregate, the material properties are: Young’s modulus  and Poisson’s 70GPaincE 

ratio . For the interface, the critical energy release rate is  and the 0.2inc  30N / miG 

material strength is . External loading is applied by displacement control through max 3MPai 

50 load increments with a fixed step value .31.2 10 mmu   

A regular mesh of  quadrilateral elements is used. As shown in Figure 22, void and 800 800

matrix elements as well as the interface nodes are recognized through the image containing 

 pixels of the considered plate. Based on the previous studies, the internal length scales 809 809

are approximately chosen to be . Then the generalized interfacial critical 0 0.2325mmil l 

energy release rate can be calculated through equation (30). For the present case . 24.5N / miG 

Linear softening cohesive law is adopted. The predicted distribution of the interface phase field is 

shown in Figure 23. Comparing with the single fiber system, it is much more complicated due to 

material heterogeneities. 

The predicted stress-displacement curve is shown in Figure 24, in which the numerical results 

of [3] and [1] are provided for comparison. The stress is the average stress calculated by dividing 

the total nodal forces of all the nodes on the right boundary by the plate length. The external loading 

increases in the beginning until reaching point A (marked in Figure 24). The predicted average 

stresses agree well with the numerical results reported in [1, 3] in which cohesive elements were 

placed at every element edges. The pattern of the crack phase field at point A is shown in Figure 

25(a). At this stage, no crack has been formed but material damage starts to initiate from some of 

the interfaces. With the increasing of the external loading, cracks are initiated in the form of interface 

debonding and then migrate into the matrix in the form of matrix cracks. Subsequently, more 

interface cracks and matrix cracks are formed in the direction perpendicular to the load path and 

these cracks are then interconnected. The average stress decreases rapidly until reaching point B. 

The pattern of the crack phase field at point B is shown in Figure 25(b). The cracks continue to 

propagate and merge into a few dominated ones as shown in the figure. It is interesting to find that 

the dominated cracks are pulled by the voids and eventually pass through them, and this is actually 

due to stress concentration. At point B, the load has decreased to 25% of the peak value and it 

continues to decrease slowly after this point. The predicted load-displacement curve between points 

B and C has the same trend with [1, 3]. In this period, the cracks continue to propagate but crack 
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merging is not observed. The pattern of the crack phase field at point C is shown in Figure 25(c), 

the dominated cracks eventually merge with each other and the plate is torn apart.

A parametric study on the internal length scale is performed by adopting three additional 

internal length scales ,  and . The obtained load-displacement 0 0.30mml  0.40mm 0.50mm

curves are depicted in Figure 24. It can be seen that the predictions with  smaller than 0.40mm 0l

are identical to each other. Also from the figure it can be seen that with increasing of , i.e. 0l

 and , the global response from A to B become more brittle. This 0 0.40mml  0.50mm

underestimation is mainly because the textural details of the digital image especially the shape of 

the interfaces are lost. This problem does not exist for smaller internal length scales e.g. 

 and . The total iteration steps as well as the time cost in the modelling 0 0.2325mml  0.30mm

with different  are depicted in Figure 26. It is interesting to find that the computational costs with 0l

different length scales are different by using the same finite element mesh. The computational 

expense decreases with the increasing of the value of  despite there exist some changes of 0l

numerical predictions. The total iteration step as well as the computational time have the highest 

values when , and they are reduced by 55.4% and 55.1% respectively when 0 0.2325mml 

. The iteration steps at each load increment for different internal length scales are 0 0.50mml 

depicted Figure 27. It can be seen that the iteration steps have one or more peak values at certain 

load increments; for example, there are 212 iteration steps at the 5th load increment when 

. When , the peak values are much smaller, i.e. 134 steps at the 7th 
0 0.2325mml  0 0.50mml 

load increment. It may be an effective way to reduce the computational cost by using larger values 

of the internal length scale. Considering that relatively large internal length scales will result in a 

loss of textural details of digital image and subsequent underestimation of global mechanical 

response. Hence the value of  should still be kept small enough, e.g.,  for the present 0l 0.4mm

study. 

In summary, the present simulation has considered a concrete plate subjected to tensile loading. 

The predicted maximal average stresses agree well with the numerical results reported in [1, 3] in 

which cohesive elements were placed at every element edges. The crack pattern predicted by the 

proposed method shows that the crack prefers to initiate from the interfaces and voids then connect 

to each other through matrix cracks. Multiple main cracks could present in the concrete plate. 

Numerical results have shown that a relatively large  will lead to underestimation of the reaction 0l

stress, since improper usage of too large  will lead to lose of textural details of very small 0l

aggregates such as the shape of the interface. Through the investigation of the iteration steps, it is 

found that a small  will lead to increase of computational expense and even convergence issue. 0l
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6. Conclusions

In this paper, a new approach with two phase fields has been developed and implemented for 

modelling the progressive failure of multi-phase materials considering matrix cracking, interface 

debonding and the interaction between them. An interface phase field is used to regularize the 

material properties of the interface and a crack phase field is used for regularizing the crack. The 

value of internal length scale of the interface phase field is recommended to be kept the same as the 

crack phase field. Based on the principle of fracture energy conservation, there exist only one 

artificial parameter of the proposed phase field model, which can be chosen according to the 

provided guidance. Moreover, cohesive crack model is employed to simulate the cracks and the 

proposed method is implemented into finite element software package ABAQUS through the user 

subroutine UEL.I It is found that a small internal length scale will increase the computational 

expanse and even lead to convergence issue, hence a reasonable higher value of the internal length 

scale is recommended in the modelling. Meanwhile, the limitation of this method has also been 

discussed. The proposed model is validated and it is proven that the complicated failure processes 

in heterogeneous material can be modelled in a unified framework.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Sharp (a) and diffusive (b) representation of interface and crack.

Figure 2. (a) Sharp interface in a 1-D bar. (b) Exponential interface phase field.

Figure 3. Material properties (a) for sharp and (b) diffusive interfaces.

Figure 4. Complex failure mechanisms of a body containing an inclusion. (a) Matrix cracking and 

interface debonding. (b) Interaction between matrix cracking and interface debonding.

Figure 5. (a) Sharp and (b) diffusive crack passing through the smeared interface. 
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Figure 6. A notched beam subjected to four-point bending.

Figure 7. Deformation and the crack pattern (represented by phase field) at  for 1.2mmu  

.0 / 1.0il l 

Figure 8. Numerical results of the effective critical energy release rate with different length scale 

ratios.

Figure 9. Pixelated image of the sample with inclusion and voids.

Figure 10. Distinguish different elements and interface nodes from a regular FE mesh.

Figure 11. Single fiber system under transverse tension.

Figure 12. Crack evolution in the single fiber system according to [77].

Figure 13. Fiber elements and interface nodes provided by image process method.

Figure 14. Smeared interface represented by the interface phase field for .0.025mmil 

Figure 15. Crack patterns represented by crack phase field for  at (a)  0 / 1.0il l  0.0075mmu 

and (b) . 0.03mmu 
Figure 16. Crack pattern obtained by Nguyen et al. [76]. (Reprinted with permission from 

Springer)

Figure 17. Load-displacement curves for the four different internal

length scale ratios.

Figure 18. Crack patterns represented by crack phase field for (a) , (b) 0 0.025mml 

, (c) .0 0.035mml  0 0.05mml 

Figure 19. Load-displacement curves for different .0l

Figure 20. Load-displacement curves with sufficiently small . 0l

Figure 21. Meso-scale structure of concrete under tension [3]. (Reprinted with permission from 

Elsevier)

Figure 22. Recognized (a) inclusion elements, interface nodes and (b) void elements.

Figure 23. Smeared interface represented by the interface phase field for .0.2325mmil 

Figure 24. Stress-displacement curves with different .0l

Figure 25. Crack patterns at different stages in Figure 24.

Figure 26. Total iteration steps and computational time for different .0l

Figure 27. Iteration steps at each loading increment for different .0l
























































